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" ESPACE LE CAMANGO "
Rue Ernest Bloch 56, Eaux-Vives, Geneva

The artist Ojasvin Kingi Davis, totally immersed in his living culture throughout his childhood
and upbringing, initiated by his ancestors in 1988 to perpetuate the ancestral wisdom 

of his Maori and Waitaha tradition of Aotearoa, New Zealand, 
shares his wisdom through Maori design, music and dance.

Price list of the Works of Art presented

  The art Name    Size           Price

1.  Unique artwork printed on cotton

KUAHA ORA  150 cm x 255 cm CHF 3000
Gate of Life

Behind the door Kuaha is a living world. 
Behind a picture is a source of light that exposes form, pattern
and colour to reveal the wisdom of the inner world. 
Look within and you shall find Purapura Io, the light seed.

Contact: Ojasvin Kingi Davis, Hünigengasse 3, 3237 Brüttelen, Switzerland
+41 78 888 59 01, davis.haka.dance@bluewin.ch, www.grandmothershealinghaka.com

CHF 1500
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TOHU NGARO 140 cm x180 cm CHF1250
Secret seal

Tohu means sign, symbol or seal. 
Signs hold the great wisdom of the universe Te Aorangi Nui.

Signs are shown to us so we can read and connect with the 
great spirit world Te Ao Wairua. Some are hidden or secret, 
which allows the inner wisdom to bring forth the sign.
This piece of art expresses the creative force of the embryo 
Te Kukune just after the seed Te Kakano has entered. 
Surrounding the egg are the guardians Manaia.

2.  Digital Art –   possibility to order specific dimensions  

KOWHAI 01 50 cm x 75 cm CHF  210
(on paper & framed)

Kowhaiwhai are painted scroll ornamentation. These patterns 
show the cycles and patterns created by nature.
This creative modern art piece shows the magic world in 
between Waenganui when there is unity Kotahitanga.

TU-TIKA 75 cm x 50 cm CHF  210
(on paper & framed)

 
Tu means to make a stance or to stand. 
Tika means to be correct, just or aligned.
The carved figure on the gable of a meeting house is called 
Tekoteko. A prominant figure of a leader and guardian of 
wisdom.

Hei Tiki the greenstone charm ornament of the first humanoid 
that guards the wisdom and Mana of the ancestors.

Maunga Rongo the mountain of peace 
stands behind in eternity.

Contact: Ojasvin Kingi Davis, Hünigengasse 3, 3237 Brüttelen, Switzerland
+41 78 888 59 01, davis.haka.dance@bluewin.ch, www.grandmothershealinghaka.com

CHF 625
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PAUAIO 30 cm x 45 cm  CHF  95
(on paper & framed)

Within the hard rocky layers of the abalone, you shall find the 
beauty of the Paua.
Which reveals the inner beauty of the universe. 

Deeper within is the magic star seed Whetu Aio.

KOWHAI 02 45 cm x 80 cm CHF155
Alu-Dibond

Kowhaiwhai are painted scroll ornamentation. These patterns 
show the cycles and patterns created by nature.
This creative modern art piece shows the mirror of 
creation. 
The love Aroha between Waenganui when there is 
oneness Kotahitanga and marriage.

OHA AHO 75 cm x 50 cm CHF 140
Forex-Platte

The Universe is an ocean of abundance, that brings forth 
waves of life force Mauri which create worlds of light and 
beauty.

TAIAO 50 cm x 50 cm CHF 130
Forex-Platte

Tai is the tide and Ao is the light. 
Behind the Natural World Taiao is the co-creative magic of 
the Great Ocean of Life.
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3.  On  handmade paper and canvas

KAITIAKI Canvas 70 cm x 80 cm CHF 380
Guardian

Within the Tukutuku, the wise tapestry of creation is the Guardian 
Kaitiaki.

These guardians protect the knowledge of the profound deep and 
highly elevated. They have tails to swim in the depths and wings to 
fly high.

 MUTORERE Canvas 70 cm x 80 cm CHF 350
8 pointed Star 

The mystery of the eternal eight, the magic of the eight pointed star 
Mu Torere remembers the time of Mu.
Mu is known as the first land that rose out of the great ocean of life. 
Primal fire and flames and powerful lava formed the ancient turtle 
shape Island. 

PUTIPUTI PAI Canvas 70 cm x 80 cm CHF 350
Beauty of the flowers

From our deep center Pu is the source of creativity and 
beauty. A flower Putiputi expresses itself with colour, form and
fragrance which brings pleasure and goodness Pai to the 
world.

 Manaia  Canvas 70 cm x 80 cm CHF 350
Guardian of the depths 
and the heights 

Mana is power, prestige, honour and well earned respect.
Manaia is a guardian that empowers and engenders 
confidence.

Contact: Ojasvin Kingi Davis, Hünigengasse 3, 3237 Brüttelen, Switzerland
+41 78 888 59 01, davis.haka.dance@bluewin.ch, www.grandmothershealinghaka.com

SOLD

CHF 190

CHF 175

CHF 175
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4. Unique artwork printed on cotton

 KOTUKU 01 130 cm x 125 cm CHF 275
Dance of the Heron

He Kotuku e Rerenga Tahi the one who flies once. Means
a rare visitor, or unique event of the white heron that brings 
the message of change.

     KOTUKU 02 130 cm x 125 cm CHF 275
Dance of the Heron

The 4 Herons and the 4 Turtles of the 8 directions 
guide you to connect with your divine center behind the 
center. Your center of power, strength and wisdom.

5.  Unique artwork printed on Canvas

Wai Taiao 70 cm x120 cm CHF 780
Cosmic Ocean 

Wai means water. Water is life force Mauri. Water holds 
the memories of the great cosmic ocean. 
Tai means the tide and Ao the light of the world

This art piece tells the creation story within the story, and the 
interweaving dance of time and space.

Tihei Oha 95 cm x 95 cm CHF 890
Sneeze of creation

Tihei Mauri Ora, is the sneeze of life. The first breath of the 
baby. A memory of acknowledgment of the first awakening of 
the first dawn of creation. 

This art piece shows a glimpse of the primal horizon and the  
universe expanding.

Contact: Ojasvin Kingi Davis, Hünigengasse 3, 3237 Brüttelen, Switzerland
+41 78 888 59 01, davis.haka.dance@bluewin.ch, www.grandmothershealinghaka.com

SOLD

Reserved

CHF 137.50

CHF 390
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PURAPURA AHO 95 cm x 95 cm CHF 890
Seed of light

Pu means creative source. Ra means light and sun.
Purapura the seed.
This art piece with the cosmic seed, in the center of  
creations sacred directions. 
Behind is the Tukutuku patterns showing creation’s tapestry of
wisdom, and the Poutama of the 12 levels of knowledge.

Ha Ora 107 cm x 107 cm CHF 888
Breath of Life

Ha is breath, Ora the life

Payment

After reserving the artwork you wish to purchase, please send your payment directly to
Ojasvin Kingi Davis mentioning its name, and your name and address.

➔ via TWINT +41 78 888 59 01

➔ via Bank       Kingi Davis, Hünigengasse 3, 3237 Brüttelen, Switzerland
     IBAN: CH80 0900 0000 1553 6341 2   BIC: POFICHBEXXX 

PostFinance AG, Mingerstrasse 20, 3030 Bern, Schweiz

The artwork will be available to collect when the Exhibition ends
after the closing ceremony 

on December 10, 2023

Postal delivery can be arranged with a supplement.

Contact: Ojasvin Kingi Davis, Hünigengasse 3, 3237 Brüttelen, Switzerland
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